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I.

Introduction

1) Context
First of all, it is necessary to recall the general objective of the project. The aim is to propose, by
the summer of 2019, a summer school program in the field of transport and logistics. This Summer
School will take place in Ljubljana, Slovenia, and will bring together speakers from different European
countries. The objective of the Summer School will be to provide additional knowledge, know-how and
skills in relation to the current VET training offer in the different member countries of the project.
In the context of the project development, this report is located upstream. Indeed, its purpose is
to make an inventory of the current training offer of the countries involved in the project. To do so,
partners carried out a SWOT in order to analyze their respective national training programs and to
summarize positive aspects but also negative or missing parts of the existing curricula. This report
summarizes the findings of these four SWOT analyses and mainly stresses the points that are
considered as weak. Latter may serve as a basis for the future establishment of the Summer Logistics
School program.

2) Analysed Curricula
a) Croatia
There are 7 diplomas that were analyzed in Croatia. 6 are linked with Transport, every mean of
transport is covered (Air, Rail, Road, water). One diploma mixes logistics and transport. As a global
remark, we can say that the stress is put on the transport sector, as 6 out of 7 diplomas are completely
dedicated to this subsector.

b) France
There are 3 diplomas that were analyzed in France. 2 are linked with transport, and the third
regards logistics. The stress is here too put on transport, as 2 out of 3 diplomas are dedicated to
transport. Every kind of transport is covered (Air, Rail, Road, Water) by one of the diplomas, but the
stress is put on road transport, as one of the three diplomas is dedicated for training truck drivers. We
have good rates of integration at the end of the logistics and the truck driving curricula, but not for the
diploma for transport activities. Therefore, we will insist on this diploma and the job profiles linked to
it.
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c) Italy
There are 3 diplomas that were analyzed in Italy. 2 are linked with transport, and the third regards
logistics. The stress is here to put on transport, as 2 out of 3 diplomas are dedicated to transport. The
curricula situation is quite different in the Italian curricula, as the stress is put on air and nautical
transport, therefore rail and road transport seem to be put on the side. When the curricula is analyzed
on its content, we see that rail and road transport are covered too, as the diplomas leads among other
jobs to the Road Transport Planner and to the Intermodal Platform officer: those two means of
transport have to be seen.

d) Slovenia
The Slovenian curriculum is based on a single diploma. It is meant to cover transport and logistics.

Based on the presented data, it seems that transport in general is relatively well covered while in
general significantly much less emphasis is placed onto logistics.
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II.

Summary of the Curricula analysis

The elements of our analysis can put to light certain deficits that we will discuss in the following
analysis. It seems important to put forward to find solutions that can be brought by the program of
Summer Logistics School (SLS), both on the core (knowledge, know-how and behavior) and on the
form, being the way to teach and to increase the competences of the learner. The highlighted points
will allow us to have a basis for the next step: the definition of program of the SLS.
In the following tables, we present an overview of those aspects of the existing training programmes
that were identified as weak points by the secondary schools and SLS core partners.
Transport activities:

Detected weaknesses of the current
training offer

Minimal objectives of the SLS training

Practical aspects




Lack of specialized classrooms (CR)
Lack of specialized tools (CR, IT) as for
example a traffic counter (CR)
Lack of smart computer games and
practical simulations of activity (SL, FR)




SLS should develop work-based learning
activities such as putting the learner in
a professional situation (“simulations”)
These activities that are easy to
implement using cheap and “easy-toacquire” equipment and material

Simulation aspects




Need of simulators for road traffic
monitoring, air navigation, river vessel,
traffic incident expertise or cargo
planning (CR).
Lack of use of TMS (FR), no financial
support for licenses (IT).




We will have to determine if we will be
able to use professional/pedagogical
software during the SLS training
We might use tools from the SIMULTRA
project

Up to date aspects



Outdated vocational literature (CR, IT,
SL).
Difficulties of updating teachers (SL)





SLS will have to include a module
addressing teachers to train them on
new tools and methodologies and to
provide them with updated
information, literature, etc.
Teachers will benefit from the new
tools and methodologies developed
within the project
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Orientation of curricula aspects




Curricula too much oriented on road
transport (FR)
Covering of all transport means
depends on schools (SL)
Science of navigation and teaching of
mechanical aspects slightly off topic (IT)





SLS needs to contain a unit/sub-unit
about the different transport modes,
eventually also intermodal transport.
 Theoretical knowledge
The organisation of a transport mission
using intermodal transport could also
be learned through a practical approach

Language aspect


Lack of practical and sectoral English (F,
IT)



SLS needs to propose professional
English lessons. The context is more
than adapted to this kind of lessons
since learners come from different
countries and they will need English to
communicate with each other.

Teaching methods and assessment aspects



Teaching realised by direct instructions
(IT, FR)
Assessment not realized checking
operational skills and simulation
activities





SLS needs to put into place new
methodologies of assessment that
focus more on the evaluation of
operational skills and competences
When developing simulation and workbased learning activities, SLS partners
will have to include this aspect in their
work

Work placement aspect


Too short in time and sometimes not
based on activities linked to the sector
(all)





In the framework of SLS it will not be
possible to organise a work placement
but maybe one or several company
visit(s)
However, we will develop simulation
and work-based learning activities that
allow acquiring practical skills and
competences
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Logistics activities:

Detected weaknesses of the current
training offer

Minimal objectives of the SLS training

Practical aspects





Lack of specialized classrooms for
warehouse activities, supply chain,
loading and unloading operations (CR,
IT)
Topics such as warehousing hard to
teach because too theoretical in
teaching supports and materials (CR)
Lack of equipment (CR)





SLS should develop work-based learning
activities such as putting the learner in
a professional situation (“simulations”)
These activities that are easy to
implement using cheap and “easy-toacquire” equipment and material
Practical activities should cover
warehouse activities, supply chain,
loading and unloading operations

Simulation aspects


Lack of use of WMS (FR, CR), no
financial support for licenses (IT).




We will have to determine if we will be
able to use professional/pedagogical
software during the SLS training
We might use tools from the SIMULTRA
project

Up to date aspects



Outdated vocational literature (CR, IT,
SL). No expert manuals or textbooks
(CR)
Difficulties of updating teachers (SL)





As stated above, SLS will have to
include a module addressing teachers
to train them on new tools and
methodologies and to provide them
with updated information, literature,
etc.
Teachers will benefit from the new
tools and methodologies developed
within the project

Orientation of curricula aspects



Curricula too much oriented on
warehouses and not on Supply Chain
(FR, SL)
Too little time for logistics (IT)



SLS needs to contain a unit/sub-unit
about the Supply Chain and warehouse
activities
 Theoretical knowledge
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Languages aspect


Lack of practical and sectoral English
(IT)



SLS needs to propose professional
English lessons. The context is more
than adapted to this kind of lessons
since learners come from different
countries and they will need English to
communicate with each other.

Teaching methods and assessment aspects



Teaching realized by direct instructions
(IT, FR)
Assessment not realized checking
operational skills and simulation
activities (CR, SL)





SLS needs to put into place new
methodologies of assessment that
focus more on the evaluation of
operational skills and competences
When developing simulation and workbased learning activities, SLS partners
will have to include this aspect in their
work

Work placement aspect


Too short in time and sometimes not
based on activities linked to the sector
(all)





In the framework of SLS it will not be
possible to organise a work placement
but maybe one or several company
visit(s)
However, we will develop simulation
and work-based learning activities that
allow acquiring practical skills and
competences
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In the following paragraphs we will pick up the main points of these tables in order to analyse
them further and see in which way we could improve the situation through the complementary
summer school training that we will set up in the framework of this project.

1) Disparate contents
We were able to identify differences between the countries involved in the project in terms of the
content of the training offer. While in the Croatian case the curricula appear to be complete and
covering both basic knowledge (language, mathematics etc.) and specific knowledge, this is not the
case in Italy or Slovenia. ITL has indeed identified that there are relatively large gaps, for example in
terms of knowledge in geography, or even in the development of teaching logistics in Italian courses.
In Slovenia, it was pointed out that not all modes of transport were covered in all schools (e.g. air
transport, maritime transport, railway transport is only offered by two secondary schools).
Regarding "basic" knowledge such as mathematics or geography, it is vital that students
acquire this knowledge during their participation in training. It seems indispensable that a person in
charge of organizing transport has knowledge of geography, since this is an important element in the
world of transport. In the same way, it seems vital that a person in charge of working in a warehouse
has a minimal knowledge in mathematics, because the work in logistics requires a permanent count to
ensure a good health of stocks. However, in the context of the SLS training program which will be
developed as a complementary vocational training session, it will not be possible to take into account
the basic knowledge aspects of the respective national trainings. That is why we will concentrate on
the professional part of the trainings in the following analysis.
As far as professional and "sectoral" knowledge is concerned, it is all the more vital that
content of training is both varied and deepened in the sector concerned, in this case transport and
logistics. It is indeed vocational training, which aims to "produce", at the end, individuals "ready to
use". If the training does not sufficiently cover the core aspects of the future job, such as logistics in
the case of courses in Italy, or if a mode of transport has not been sufficiently addressed as in the case
of Slovenian schools, this may jeopardize the insertion of national students. To go further, we might
even point out that such disparities in content could be detrimental to learners in terms of their
geographic mobility. The current labour market often requires national mobility, and more and more
international mobility. This disparity in content causes, in terms of mobility, a competitive advantage
or disadvantage for students between countries, depending on the level of education they have
followed during their schooling.
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2) Lack of simulation and practice
The lack of simulation is a remark that comes up in several national reports on the training offer.
Simulation can be defined as putting the learner in a professional situation (work-based learning), so
that he can develop methods and reflexes that he must have in the professional life to which he
prepares himself by the diploma. The simulation, in the field of transport and logistics, can be done by
simulation games, but also by the use of professional software in a pedagogical way. Indeed, this
software will be used in the future professional life of the learner. The most common are for logistics
Warehouse Management System (WMS) and Transportation System (TMS) for the transport activities.
The difficulty lies in the fact that various publishers market TMS and WMS, so it is difficult to offer
software courses when in reality another one will be used in the company in which the learner will
work. Another challenge is the price of software licenses (this point was stressed in the Italian report),
as well as teachers' ability to use such tools and thus to teach their use properly.
The lack of simulation is linked to the lack of practical implementation, which is one of the other
grievances against the current training offer. The latter is considered as addressing the major topics
and rules of transport and logistics, but also as being limited to too much theory, with often too weak
or even non-existent practice. As in the case of simulation of activities, putting theoretical knowledge
into practice is vital for learners of level 4 qualifications of the European Qualifications Framework
(EQF). In fact, the positions to which such diplomas lead are strongly focused on exploitation and
execution in the transport and logistics sector.
The analysis of Croatian partners revealed that their educational offer is indeed too limited to
theoretical considerations. There is no scenario in relation to events that may occur in everyday
working life. All partners stressed the fact that practice periods exist in their countries and are
mandatory in the context of training. Nevertheless, even if these periods of practice are mandatory,
the Croatian partners have for example highlighted the fact that the content of this practice is not
controlled. The students do many internships, but are often limited to tasks unrelated to the training
or the jobs for which they are trained (concretely, they do storage, cleaning, or coffee...). By limiting
the curricula to theoretical notions, even very sectoral, the risk is to limit the employability of learners,
because they will not necessarily be able to put into practice the knowledge obtained during their
courses. It therefore appears necessary that a greater practice will be put in place, in order to make
learners more able to quickly take on the functions for which they are trained, and thus to improve
their employability once the diploma achieved.
The results of the national curricula analyses stayed quite broad, no concrete practical aspects
where named that are missing, it was only stated that a practical approach in general is missing. We
will use the results from the interviews with the companies in order to identify the concrete
competences which are required and needed by the companies and which should be trained through
work-based learning during SLS.
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3) Lack of knowledge update and involvement of professional stakeholders
Although they were considered addressing the basic knowledge of the transport and logistics
sector, each country's reports pointed out that the knowledge contained in the course material could
sometimes be out of date. Even not being false, the information contained in the supports can
sometimes seem outdated compared to the current state of the art. The risk is that the learners have
a basic knowledge in transport and logistics, but which is no longer in line with the realities on the
ground. This lack of up-to-date knowledge may correspond to theoretical knowledge, but also to
knowledge of methods and practices. The sector evolves very quickly, it appears necessary that
students have supports and courses that are up to date, to "stick" to developments in the sector, and
thus will be operational quickly when taking office.
The lack of updated materials is to put in perspective with the lack of teachers from the
professional world. In fact, professionals coming from the profession are confronted with sectoral
changes in their daily lives, and are thus better able to alert students to the new processes and
methods specific to the transport and logistics sector. Being from the profession, they are also well
placed to know operational skills related to the exercise of professions, and thus assets in the
implementation of role plays and concrete simulations allowing learners to put their knowledge into
practice in a context of professional situation.

SLS will offer modules for:
-

-

Teachers:
 Innovative teaching methods
 Up-to date knowledge (through presentations of updated literature for teachers: books,
articles, etc.)
Students and anyone else who might be interested in SLS topics (workers, etc.):
 Theoretical up to date knowledge
 Practical exercises to acquire professional competences

Therefore, SLS will answer this lack of up to date materials and knowledge for both students and
teachers.
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III.

National Curricula analysis

1) Croatia
a. Commonalities stemmed from Listed diplomas
The Croatian Technical Diplomas addressing the Transport and Logistics sector for the 4th EQF level are
seven:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Technician of road transport
Technician of railway transport
Technician for postal and financial services
Inland waterways navigator
Deck cadet
Airport technician
Technician for logistic and freight forwarding

All the Diplomas has different title, there is no general title.
Analysing the Diplomas we can say following:
 Each diploma is specialized in respective kind of transportation
 Knowledge given is more theoretical than practice
 Knowledge given can be divided in few categories: technology, technique, financial, regulation
 Knowledge about construction of respective transportation means are given in most diplomas
 Diplomas have in common specialized knowledge of transportation documents, loading and
unloading equipment, transport insurance and ecology.
All the courses are 4 years long, and has two or three years addressing the specialization (it differs
from school to school). General courses such as mathematics, religion and so on, have all four year.
Common subject in all schools are: English, Mathematics, Second foreign language (mostly German
and Italian), Fundamentals of transport and Transfer, Law and Economics, Religion, Geography.
For only three diplomas Technician of road transport, Technician for postal and financial services and
Inland waterways navigator there is proscribed standard of occupation and curricula. For those
occupation there is description of job function in curricula. Progress in work according to year of work
experience is described for some of job function.
Curricula for Technician for logistic and freight forwarding is the news in Croatia (started in 2008) and
is provided in 8 schools. Still there is no prescribed standard for this occupation.
Other curricula are from 1997 or 2006. and has no name of job function but has description of work.
Those descriptions are old and are not suitable for today work market.
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Groups

Job functions
port agent
II. chief mate (chief officer) on ships above
500 BT
I. chief mate (chief officer) on ships above
3000 BT
harbor pilot

Deck cadet
Deck cadet
Deck cadet
Deck cadet

vessel traffic officer at Harbor master office

Deck cadet

harbour master vessel navigation officer

Deck cadet

harbour master navigation safety officer

Deck cadet
Technican of road transport

transport operations assistant
entry / exit point officer (at carrier)

Technican of road transport,
Technican of railway transport

main traffic operator

Technican of road transport,

traffic safety officer

Technican of road transport
Inland waterways navigator, Technican of
road transport;
Technican of road transport
Technican of railway transport

transport/ shipper clerk

Transport
activities

Diploma Title (HR)

line controller
traffic controller
disponent

Technican of road transport
Technican of road transport
Airport technican

road patrol officer

Technican of road transport

traffic manager

Technican of road transport

traffic operator

Technican of road transport

employee at the toll

Technican of road transport

charge d 'in taxi traffic

Technican of road transport

sales officer

Technican of road transport

airline custom servis agent

Airport technican

aircraft dispatcher
cargo agent
train dispatcher

Airport technican
Airport technican
Technican of railway transport

operator in postal traffic

Technican for postal and financial services

boatman

Inland waterways navigator
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warehouse manager
warehouse quality control
warehouse officer
asistent in logistics

Logistics
activities

logistic agent
correspondent in logistic companies

logistics coordinator
shift manager in logistic

Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding; Airport technican
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding; Airport technican
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding, Airport technican
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding, Airport technican; Technican for
postal and financial services
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding, Airport technican
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding,
Technican for postal and financial services
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding,
Technican for postal and financial services
Technican for logistic and freight
forwarding,
Technican for postal and financial services

Job functions mentioned in table are taken from standard of occupation or from portal for job seeker.
Most of them require one year work experience. Job function regarding sailing on ships need work
specialization and special exams provided by national agencies.
As can be seen in the table, for transport activities vocational education in Croatia is fragmented
according to kind of transport. For logistic activities, three diplomas are recognized.
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b. KSC Analysis
In the Croatian curricula, the general Learning Outcomes (LOs) are not detailed in terms of KSC.
Moreover, LOs are expressed in terms of Competence. With the help of partner school and respective
schools we have identified knowledge and skills regarding transportation and logistics.
As learning outcomes are specific for each diploma in following table we add name of diplomas

Group

Knowledge

Technician for road transport






Transport
activities
(all
modes of
transport)














the legislative framework
for domestic and
international road
transport of passengers
and cargo
road traffic rules and
regulations
elements for making a plan
of transport / timetable
elements for calculating
the transport costs in road
traffic
elements of marketing,
sales of transport
capacities
types of insurance in road
transport (liability, casco)
procedures and documents
in case of an harmful
event, rules and procedure
in emergency situations
transportation documents
for the vehicle and crew,
for passengers or cargo (all
categories) and procedures
for issuing and receiving
passenger and special
categories passenger
handling
regular cargo and special
cargo handling (ADR,
regulation and
transportation procedure)
documents for import,
export and transit

Skills

Competences

Technician for road transport




















is able to use domestic
regulation for
transportation
is able to use regulation
for safety and security of
transportation
can create timetable,
schedule for vehicle and
crew
can create simple market
research
can fill and process
transportation document
for vehicle, crew, cargo
and passengers
can calculate and charge
transport charges
do presentation of
transportation offer
create instruction for
cargo and passenger
handling
select vehicle, crew and
transport route
create data needed for
fleet utilization analysis
prepare vehicle for new
transportation
organize vehicle
maintenance
reply on complaint
collect and fill
documentation needed
for vehicle registration,
insurance or maintenance

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
hight level of
autonomy, with
manager
control. After
few years of
experience can
do it
independently.
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incoterms
content and equipment of
transport terminals-bus
station, cargo terminals
organization of road
carriers
exploitation characteristics
of vehicles
loading and unloading
equipment
organization of vehicle
maintenance
procedures for solving
complaints
ecology and safety factors
in road transportation
transport infrastructure
and monitoring in road
transport
equipment and rules for
traffic monitoring
managing traffic flow at
the intersection
the process of receiving
and shipping goods from
the warehouse
the process of handover
shipments to carrier
the process of takeover the
shipments from the carrier
types of goods and
transportation units











use of fleet management
use communication
equipment
can communicate on
German or English
language
give instruction in the
case of harmful event
fill and process
documentation for
investigation of traffic
accidents
organize paratransit
services
do patrol on roads and
use equipment for road
survey

Airport technician









the legislative framework
for domestic and
international air transport
of passengers and cargo
air transport rules and
regulations
procedures and documents
in case of an harmful event
transportation documents
for the aircraft and crew
passenger and special
categories passenger
handling
content and equipment of
transport terminals-airport
and air traffic control

Airport technician





create a timesheet for
Airbus and ATR42
calculate transport
insurance
can read meteorology
charts
can determine azimuth
and course
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organization of air carriers
and air traffic control
 exploitation characteristics
of transport means
 organization of
maintenance of air
transportation means
 safety and security factors
in air transportation
 rules and procedure in
emergency situations
 Transport infrastructure
and monitoring in air
transport
 equipment and rules for
traffic monitoring
 basic of air traffic flow
 types of goods
 meteorology
 flight theory-basic
 communication in air
transport
Technician of railway transport
















rules and regulation in
transport--railway
elements for making a plan
of transport / timetable
(railway)
procedures and documents
in case of an harmful
event, safety factors in
railway transport
transportation documents
for passengers or cargo (all
categories)and procedures
for issuing and receiving
cargo and special cargo
handling (ADR, regulation
and transportation
procedure)
content and equipment of
transport terminals-railway
station
organization of railway
carriers and terminals
exploitation characteristics
of transport means railway
technical correction
control of railways
transportation means

Technician of railway transport










can organize use of
different types of wagons
can read information in
railways transport and
control signaling
equipment
can keep records of trains
movements
can decide which
manipulation facilities to
use
can use railways facilities
and equipment
can depart trains and
accept them
can organize shift work on
station
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transport infrastructure
and monitoring in railway
transport
equipment and rules for
traffic monitoring
managing traffic flow
(regulation and
signalization)-railway
equipment and
communication in railway
transport
intermodal transport
handling crossovers and
signalization devices
elements of rail track
locomotive and wagons
(drive systems, bogie,
wheelset, maintenance,
handling)
location planning for
signalization on rail tracks
contract for carriage






can calculate and charge
transport charges
can fill and process
transportation document
for cargo and passengers
can organize use of
loading and unloading
equipment

Technician for postal and financial
services












the legislative framework
for domestic and
international postal and
financial services
postal and financial rules
and regulations
procedures for solving
complaints
safety and security factors
in postal and financial
commerce
quality procedures in
postal and financial service
procedures and types of
documents in postal and
financial service
organization and technic of
the work in postal office
office equipment

Technician for postal and financial
services






use of rules for postal and
financial services
fill and procedures
needed documents
create the answer on
complaints
use of postal equipment
organize work in post
office

Inland waterways navigator


the legislative framework
for domestic and
international transport of
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passengers and cargo on
inland waterways
rules and regulation in
inland waterways
transport
elements for making a plan
of transport / timetable
(inland waterways)
transportation documents
for the ship and crew
exploitation characteristics
of ship
Ecology in inland
waterways
rules and procedure in
emergency situations
systems and equipment on
ship
systems for navigation,
navigation on see
stability of the ship
ship maneuvering
construction of the ship
inland waterways
specification
maintenance of
communication and
navigation equipment on
ship
elements for calculating
the price of transport in
inland waterways
transport
elements of supply and
demand of transport
services (marketing, sales
of transport capacities)
inland
types of cargo insurance in
inland waterways
transport
transportation documents
for passengers or cargo (all
categories)and procedures
for issuing and receiving
cargo and special cargo
handling (ADR, regulation
and transportation
procedure)
documents for import,
export and transit

Inland waterways navigator


















can calculate and charge
transport costs
can fill and process
transportation document
for cargo and passengers
can use rules regulating
work of crew on ships
fill required information
in log books
communicate with ships
leaving harbor
use of method for river
pollution prevention
use of working
procedures on ship
use of regulation
regarding passengers and
cargo
can load and unload cargo
on ship regarding ship
stability, and read loading
diagrams
use procedure for
emergency
can use radar and other
navigation equipment
can do basic maneuvering
with ship
choose and manage crew
create timesheets,
logbooks information
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Deck cadet



























the legislative framework
for domestic and
international maritime
transport of passengers
and cargo
rules and regulation in
maritime transport
interpretation of voyage
plan
crew watch keeping plan
on ship
procedures and documents
in case of an harmful
event, rules and procedure
in emergency situations
transportation documents
for the ship and crew
passenger and special
categories passenger
handling
cargo and special cargo
handling (ADR, regulation
and transportation
procedure)
exploitation characteristics
of ship
ecology in maritime
meteorology
equipment and
communication in
maritime
systems and equipment on
ship
systems for navigation,
navigation on see
stability of the ship and
ship maneuvering
construction of the ship
rules and regulation in
maritime transport
contracting sea freight
services and chartering
elements for calculating
the price of transport in
maritime
elements of supply and
demand of transport
services (marketing, sales
of transport capacities)
maritime

Deck cadet













can use rules regulating
work of crew on ships
fill required information
in log books
communicate with ships
leaving harbor
use of method for see
pollution prevention
use of working
procedures on ship
use of regulation
regarding passengers and
cargo
can load and unload cargo
on ship regarding ship
stability, and read loading
diagrams
use procedure for
emergency
can use radar and
navigation equipment
can do basic maneuvering
with ship
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types of ship cargo
insurance in maritime
transport

transportation documents
for passengers or cargo (all
categories)and procedures
for issuing and receiving
 documents for import,
export and transit
Airport technician











Logistics
activities












the legislative framework
for domestic and
international air transport
of passengers and cargo
air transport rules and
regulations
elements for calculating
the transport cost in air
transport
elements of supply and
demand of transport
services-air (marketing,
sales of transport
capacities)
types of passenger and
cargo insurance in air
transport
contracting air freight
services and chartering
cargo and special cargo
handling (ADR, regulation
and transportation
procedure)
documents for import,
export and transit
incoterms
loading and unloading
equipment
the process of handover
shipments to carrier
the process of takeover the
shipments from the carrier
transportation units
basic and special jobs of
freight forwarder

Technician for postal and
financial services

Airport technician


can calculate and charge
transport charges



can fill and process
transportation document
for cargo and passengers



can fill document for
handover shipments to
carrier



can fill document for
takeover shipments from
the carrier

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
hight level of
autonomy, with
manager
control. After
few years of
experience can
do it
independently.

Technician for postal and
financial services



calculate and charge the
price of service
fill and use of documents
in agency and logistics
processes
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the legislative framework
for domestic and
international postal and
financial services
postal and financial rules
and regulations
elements for calculating
the price of postal or
financial services
elements of supply and
demand of postal and
financial services
(marketing, sales of
transport capacities)
documents for import,
export and transit
loading and unloading
equipment
basic and special jobs of
freight forwarder
logistic process
providing agency services

Technician for logistic and
freight forwarding








Technician for logistic and
freight forwarding











rules and regulation in
transport-customs, tariffs,
transport, convention
regulations regulating the
movement of goods
subject to inspection
supervision; technological,
legal, commercial and
security aspects of the
contract of carriage and
agency contracts
customs clearance
procedure
elements for calculating
the logistic costs
elements of supply and
demand of transport
services (marketing, sales
of transport capacities)
types of cargo insurance in
transport
procedures and documents
in case of an harmful event











choose and organize
transport
book container, ship
space, order cargo wagon,
order truck and give
transportation instruction
conclude a contract on
carriage
fill transport
documentation for
different kind of
transportation
fill documents for storage
and handling
fill and apply documents
for transport insurance
fill and proceed
documents for different
kind of inspections
calculate transportation
costs and any additional
services
collect documents for
customs clearance
do control of custom
charges
create an offer for
logistics services
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freight transport
documents (all
categories)and procedures
for issuing and receiving
regular cargo and special
cargo handling (ADR,
regulation and
transportation procedure)
documents for import,
export and transit
incoterms
exploitation characteristics
of transport means
loading and unloading
equipment
procedures for solving
complaints
ecology in transport
types of goods
the process of receiving
and shipping goods from
the warehouse
the process of handover
shipments to carrier
the process of takeover the
shipments from the carrier
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c. SWOT Analysis

Transport.
The SWOT analysis considers the contributions provided by the school that is a partner of the project.

Strengths

Weaknesses

What are the strengths of the training What are the weaknesses of the training
programmes linked to transport activities?
programmes linked to transport activities?







Trainers/Teacher are willing to be involved
in continuous training initiatives
Basic knowledge about all transport
sectors
Highly specialized in transport sectors
(road, air, maitime, inlad waterway, post
and finance)
Knowledge of transportation economics
(pricing, marketing)
Knowledge of transportation regulation
and rules








lack of specialized classrooms for
practical lessons
lack of simulator for road traffic
monitoring, air navigation, river vessel
lack of simulation programs for traffic
accidents expertise (PC Crash); for
planning cargo-transportation units (
such as cargo wizz ), AMADEUS, MIPS
lack of specialized equipment such as
traffic counter,
to small working hour as practical work in
real sector (cca 100 hours) so students
have no skills and are not ready for
autonomous work
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students often do different jobs than is
prescribed in curricula
mentors in practical work are not payed
and have too much students on practice
outdated vocational literature
teaching and learning methods
some classes are hard to teach because
students has low knowledge of
mathematic and physic
(subject:
Transportation and freight forwarding; )

Regarding the strengths of the trainings linked to Regarding the weaknesses, what are the threats
for the training programme linked to transport
transport activities, what are the opportunities?
activities?







To increase the quality and the innovation
of training thanks to teacher willing to
update their knowledge and competence
To increase the collaboration with
companies –sharing information with
schools about trend in transportation
sector, about their needs in the filed of
knowledge and skills
To increase mentored practical working
hours
To increase learning hour for English
language
To create modern literature

Opportunities




employability low rate in EU (except
nautical officer) an on national level
unrecognizability of diploma in the EU
(except nautical officer)- need additional
education

Threats
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Logistics.

Strengths

Weaknesses

What are the strengths of the training What are the weaknesses of the training
programmes linked to logistics activities?
programmes linked to logistics activities?






Trainers/Teacher are willing to be involved
in continuous training initiatives
Basic knowledge about all transport
sectors
Knowledge of transportation economics
(pricing, marketing)
Knowledge of transportation regulation
and rules










lack of specialized classrooms for
practical lessons (warehouse, supply
chain, loading&unloading)
lack of logistic specialized classes (there is
just few subjects regarding logistics)
to small working hour as practical work in
real sector (cca 100 hours) so students
have no skills and are not ready for
autonomous work
students often do different jobs on
practical training than is prescribed in
curricula
mentors in practical work are not payed
and have too much students on practice
outdated vocational literature- no expert
textbooks and manuals
some classes are hard to teach because it
is too much theoretical (subject:
Warehousing, Cargo Transport )
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teaching and learning methods

Regarding the strengths of the trainings linked to Regarding the weaknesses, what are the threats
for the training programme linked to logistics
logistics activities, what are the opportunities?
activities?






To increase the quality and the innovation
of training thanks to teacher willing to
update their knowledge and competence
To increase the collaboration with
companies –sharing information with
schools about trend in transportation
sector, about their needs in the filed of
knowledge and skills
To increase mentored practical working
hours
To increase learning hour for English
language

Opportunities




employability low rate in EU (except
nautical officer) an on national level
unrecognizability of diploma in the EU
(except nautical officer)- need additional
education

Threats
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Conclusion

Curricula
Analysing the respective curricula in transport and logistics sector, it can be concluded that
only one subject is common to all, and it is “Fundamentals of transport and transfer”. It is
learned from outdated book and is just theoretical.
Subjects oriented on Transport activities can be group in subject dedicated to: rules and
regulation, characteristics of transport means, equipment and drive groups, determining the
position of the means (navigation), types of communication, transportation documents. It is
deeply oriented on one transportation sector (road, rail, maritime…) so working mobility
between transportation branches is limited.
Subjects oriented on Logistic activities are not oriented on supply chain. There are just two or
three subject on logistics. Prescribed books are written in general, using hard understanding
sentences and very imaginary. Examples used in class can be more realistic.
There is no direct link between theoretical knowledge learned in class with practical, so it is
very hard for students to apply theoretical knowledge in real life situations.
In curricula, there is very big lack of practical training, both at school and at the company.
Doing practice at the company is not controlled in a sense that students are doing what is
prescribed in curricula (they often do cleaning or making coffee).

Methods and Tools.
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Methods and tools used in teaching are not on update level. It is still oriented on direct
instruction in class. Other methods of teaching are not recognized or not implemented. This
can be because of education culture in Croatia to give lots of theoretical knowledge rather
than train needed skills, or lack of equipment or motivation for providing some other teaching
methods.
IT tools are missing in all points as well as training for teachers and updated industry
information.
Despite the schools and companies collaborates, their level of integration it is still too low.
Companies’ participation in practical work evaluation does not exist. Teachers evaluate
practical training based on practical work dairy that is not controlled and does not reflect the
reality.
Assessment of the adopted knowledge is done by written and oral exam rather than evaluate
applied theoretical knowledge by checking respective skills. Learners cannot direct apply their
knowledge on daily activates once they are employed (especially on the beginning) and feel
unsecured which leads to frustration on both sides.

Overall, transport and logistic activities are changing due to changes in communication
technology, in doing activities, monitoring, and so on. Up to date theoretical knowledge as
well as skills for applying that knowledge is asked on job market. National education system
in Croatia is not adjusted to these trends. Learners are missing respective skills, and schools
are missing equipment and clear communication with industry about what they want learners
to know and able to do.
Using motivation of teachers and give them clear instruction what to train learners respect
the industry need and equipment to do that can be great step forward. They also need training
in advance teaching methods and more hours in curricula for vocation subjects.
In cooperation with schools, companies could provide skill and knowledge tests on learners in
order to aware gaps and application of learned topic in practical work.
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2) France
a.

Commonalities stemmed from Listed diplomas

We have analysed 3 diplomas of the ECF level 4:




Baccalauréat Professionnel Conduite Transport Routier de Marchandises
Baccalauréat Professionnel Transport
Baccalauréat Professionnel Logistique

The diplomas are prepared in High Schools, as specializations that can occur 3 years before the end
of high school graduation. Each one of these diplomas lasts 3 years. There are some exceptions,
allowing students to directly attend the second year.
We have 2 diplomas for transport, and 1 for logistics.
The « Baccalauréat Professionnel Transport » is focused on transport and prepares students to work
in the transport subsector. It covers every kind of transport (Air, Sea, Road, Train) but insisting on the
road transport.
The « Baccalauréat Professionnel Conduite Transport Routier de Marchandises » is focused on road
transport and its execution, since it is meant to prepare to the truck driver job.
The « Baccalauréat Professionnel Logistique » is focused on logistics activities.
The following jobs are prepared by each diploma :

Transport Diploma








Transport operations assistant
Transport production operator
Transit employee
Shipping and receiving employee
Junior overseas import/export agent
Assistant vehicle fleet manager
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Customer service agent

Logistics Diploma









Versatile logistics operator
Logistics agent
Stockroom attendant
Stockroom forklift operator
Logistics department employee
Receiver
Order picker

Truck Driver Diploma



Truck Driver

b.

Group

KSC

Knowledge

Transport
1) Regarding the Truck
activities
Driver Diploma:
(all modes
of
transport)
a) Road Transport:



Road transport
regulation



Road transport
contracts



Social Regulation

Skills

1) Regarding the Truck
Driver Diploma:

a) Preparing and
organising a transport
mission



Competences

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.

Identify the necessary
documents for the
mission, the ability to
find and fill them.
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Road Maps and
Agglomeration Plans



Various transported
goods



Report any anomalies
on the planned route
for deliveries



Check the material
before starting the
mission.

Transport
activities
(all modes
of
transport)

b) Truck Driving:



Driving regulation and
road safety



Rules of driving

c) The Transport
Vehicle:



Transport 
activities
(all modes
of
transport)

Different types of
vehicle

b) Performing loading and
unloading operations



Check the loading and
unloading operations
and to report any
anomalies on the
transport documents
and to his hierarchy.



Check if the pallets and
parcels are well hold in
the truck in order to
assure their safety.



Stow the pallets and
parcels to ensure their
safety.

How the vehicle works

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.

Onboard hydraulic
devices
c) Carrying out transport
and delivery
d) Handling


Drive safely from one
delivery point to

All missions
should be
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Prepare the vehicle to
handling



Mechanized handling



another in order to
accomplished
prevent the damaging
on a relatively
of the transporter goods high level of
autonomy, with
Comply to the driving
manager
code of the country.
control.
Identify the delivery
points and to announce
himself to the customer.

d) Communicating with
one's environment



e) Environment and
company
organization



Professional
environment

Communicate on any
delays and events on
the journey to his
hierarchy.



Communicate with the
customers to announce
his delays.



Communicate with the
authorities



Communicate with the
other drivers on the
road.



Transport companies
management



Communication

f) Quality and safety in
road transport



Quality approach



Prevention of
occupational risks



Sustainable
Development

e) Finalising a transport
mission



All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.

Have delivered every
good under his
responsibility.
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Have every document
filled properly.



Report any issued
occurred during the
transport mission to his
hierarchy.

2) Regarding the Transport
Diploma:

2) Regarding the Transport
Diploma:

a) The implementation of a
transport operation.


Gather the customer
needs in terms of
transport.



Identify the best mean
of transport in order to
comply with the
customer’s demand



Choose to outsource or
not the operations of
transport.



Carry out the operations
of transport.



Manage the flow of
goods

a) Transport
Operations:



Scope of offer in
Transport operations



Type of goods



Means of transport



Outsourcing



Pricing



Transport contracts



Laws and regulations in
transport

b) Follow-up of a transport
operation


b) Execution

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.

Control the execution of
transport operations
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Exploitation softwares
(WMS, TMS)



Documents linked to
transport



Social and company’s
rules



Operational logistics

c) Operation’s FollowUp



Types of malfunctions



Responsibility of carrier
and agent



Pre Billing



Professional ethics

d) Quality and safety
approach



Quality Approach



Safety rules in Transport
and Logistics



Staff Security rules



Security regulations



Treat malfunctions and
complaints.



Close the transport
folder

c) Compliance with
quality, safety and
security procedures and
environmental
constraints.



Implement quality,
safety and security
procedures



Identify environmental
constraints.

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.

d) Customs clearance of
goods


Prepare the documents
for customs clearance



Follow the operations of
customs clearance.



Close the file of customs
clearance.
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e) Relationship
with partners.

Sustainable
development



Communicate with
internal partners
(logistics…)



Communicate with
external partners
(customers, customs,
authorities, partners…)

e) Customs clearance



Role and organization of
customs.



Role and status of
customs declarant



Goods characteristics



Documents and
procedures



Transit Procedures



Customs systems



Declaration
transmission

f) Communication with
partners
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Main principles



Oral conversations



Phone conversations



Written conversations



Technologies of
information and
communication



Administrative handling
of documents
1) Reception and
transfer of goods

Logistics
activities



Necessary documents



Goods and load
supports characteristics



Handling materials



Safety rules



Quantity and quality
controls



1) Incoming flows
handling



Prepare the reception



Operational reception



Litigations treatment



Goods transfer

All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.

2) Order Preparation

Reconditioning

2) Preparation and
shipping of goods

Parcel and pallet
preparation



Goods shipping



Necessary documents



Shipping follow-up



Preparation methods



Palletisation rules



Packaging types

3) Follow-up and
storage optimization
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Inventory Management



Professional Ethics



Location management



Transport Operations



Inventory control



Rules and procedures



Replenishment



Transport and Logistics
Dashboards



Returnable packaging
management



Waste recovery

3) Storage
Optimization and
follow-up


Storage organization



Structures and means of
storage

4) Safe driving of selfpropelled forklift
trucks



Choice of the adapted
forklift



Placement assignment



Inventory indicators



Forklift driving



Inventory methods



Taking and lifting a load



load supports and
returnable packaging
management



5) Communication

Waste recovery
4) Safe driving of selfpropelled forklift
trucks



All missions
should be
accomplished
on a relatively
high level of
autonomy, with
manager
control.



Internal communication



External communication

Safety rules
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Prevention instances
and organizations



Main factors of
accidents



Main types of forklifts



Forklifts technologies



Maintenance



Safe driving of forklifts



Equipment of individual
protection
5) Communication



Principles of
professional
communication



Oral communication



Phone communication



Written communication



Communication
technologies



Administrative handling
of documents
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a.
SWOTs
Transport

INTERNAL



EXTERNAL



POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

STRENGHTS

WEAKNESSES

A both general and specialized
education program, allowing
students to be able to continue
their studies if they want to.
 The specialized courses are
delivered with supports edited by
the profession and the ministry, the
offer is supposed to coincide with
reality
 Use of case studies to make
students in real conditions to teach
them the good reactions

OPPORTUNITIES

A minimum of 2 years curricula:
plenty of time to make courses and
experimentations
 Possibility of passing important
messages: legal obligations,
ecological responsibility (eco driving
for instance).



Too little use of simulators (TMS,
WMS) and the ones used are
professional and not adapted to
educational purposes.
 Work in apprenticeship advised but
not compulsory.
 Too much road transport oriented

THREATS


The offer gets not adapted to the
evolution of the profession
 The diplomas are considered too
weak, have not a sense on their own,
and are just considered a key to
access next step.
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Logistics
POSITIVE
STRENGHTS

NEGATIVE
WEAKNESSES

INTERNAL



A both general and specialized
education program, allowing
students to be able to continue
their studies if they want to.
 The specialized courses are
delivered with supports edited by
the profession and the ministry, the
offer is supposed to coincide with
reality
 Use of case studies to make
students in real conditions to teach
them the good reactions
 All the sectors from a warehouse
are studied in detail
OPPORTUNITIES

EXTERNAL



A minimum of 2 years curricula:
plenty of time to make courses and
experimentations
 Possibility of passing important
messages: legal obligations, eco
responsibility (waste management,
returnable supports management).





Too little use of simulators (TMS,
WMS) and the ones used are
professional and not adapted to
educational purposes.
Work in apprenticeship advised but
not compulsory.

THREATS


The offer gets not adapted to the
evolution of the profession
 The diplomas are considered too
weak, have not a sense on their own,
and are just considered a key to
access next step.
 Diplomas to much oriented to
warehouses and not to global logistics
or other kind of logistics.
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3) Italy.
a. Commonalities stemmed from Listed diplomas
The Italian Technical Diplomas addressing the Transport and Logistics sector for the 4th EQF level are
three, according to 3 different specializations.
o
o
o

Logistics
Construction of the Mean/Transport Vehicle (Aeronautical constructions and
naval constructions)
Conduction of the Mean/Transport Vehicle (Airplane Operation/Conduction;
Boat Operation/Conduction; Operation/Conduction of equipment and maritime
installations)

For all the Diplomas the general title is: Transport and Logistics. It is clearly indicated in the Certificate
(Diploma), the specialization that has been acquired by the learner.
Analysing the specializations:
 Logistics: it is the “generic” training path related to the Transport and Logistics sector. It
addresses all the sub-sectors, from a Supply Chain point of view. It is included in the offer of
the Italian State Technical Institutes addressing generally many sectors (Mechanical,
Electronics, Computer Science)
 Construction of the Transport Vehicle: it is a specific training path, with two sub-paths related
to nautical and aeronautical vehicles, from a Mechanical and Manufacturing point of view. It
is included in the offer of the Nautical and Aeronautical Institutes.
 Conduction (Driving) of the Transport Vehicle: it is a specific path with three sub-paths related
to conduction of Airplanes, Boats and Maritime installations. It is included in the offer of the
Nautical and Aeronautical Institutes.
All the courses are 5 years long, but only three years are addressing the specialization. Subjects are:
Mechanics and machinery, Logistics, Electronics and Automation, Mathematics, Navigation Sciences,
Law and Economics, English, Italian, History, P.E, Religion, ICT and Geography only the first year.
Being the Construction and Conduction pathways strictly specific for a sub-sector of the whole
Transport and Logistics sector, and moreover being the Construction pathway addressing the sector
from a manufacturing point of view, and not related to Transport and Logistics operations, for the
Summer Logistics School project the focus will be on the Logistics pathway/diploma. This decision,
takes into account that the two schools that are PPs of the SLS project are both focused on the same
path (Logistics) and can provide specific experience. They will be also the first “users” of the school
and they represent the largest part of the Italian Institutes for 4EQF, i.e. State Technical Institute.
Statistically, they are a sample of the most representative “population” within the total of 4EQF
schools.
Nevertheless, when available, information will be provided also for the other two specializations.
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Groups

Transport activities

Logistics activities

Job functions
Diploma Title (IT)
Aeronautical
Maintenance Construction (Aeronautical) only
Provider License
after a certificated training
Officer of the Merchant Navy
Conduction (Nautical) only when
experiences
Port Terminal Officer
Logistics (by ITL)
Airport Officer
Logistics (by ITL)
Rail Planning Officer
Logistics (by ITL)
Road T. Planning Officer
Logistics (by ITL)
Intermodal Platform Officer
Logistics (by ITL)
Logistics Operator
Logistics (by SCHOOLS)
Warehouse Officer
Logistics (by ITL)

Job functions/Job profile are not mentioned into the Italian Curricula. Being the Logistics pathway
related to all the sector (Transport and Logistics) on a Supply Chain point of view, the Diploma allow
to work in every company of the sector, with a medium skilled position: officer/clerk. Generally,
aspects concerning the Warehouse Management are taken more into account, as well as
Logistics/Supply Chain. Therefore, as indicated by the Italian schools, the general job profile can be the
“Logistics Operator”. Trying to be more specific for the different field of Logistics and Transport, ITL
added in the table above also other job profiles/functions that can be carried out by the learner getting
the diploma. The most popular job profiles are the Warehouse Officer and Road Transport Planning
Officer.
With reference to other specialization, two job functions are named as example, but these are only
jobs that can be achieve after years of experience or after a further certified training. In general, the
learner can work in all the transport companies as well as manufacturing companies (for transport), as
mentioned in the curricula.
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b. KSC Analysis
SPECILIZATION: LOGISTICS
In the Italian curricula, the general Learning Outcomes (LOs) are not detailed in terms of KSC.
Moreover, LOs are expressed in terms of Competence. While, for each subject (Maths, Logistics, …) a
list of sub-LOs (in terms of Competence) is indicated, and Knowledge and Skills are specified with
reference to all the sub-LOs and not to each of the sub-LOs for the specific subject.
In the KSC table will be reported only the Knowledge and Skills referred to Logistics and Transport
topics, while the LOs (and so the Competence) will be proposed by ITL basing on the list for each
subject, thanks to a job of re-categorization performed by ITL for another EU project. Such LOs and KSC
descriptors will be indicated with blue characters.
The Italian Schools provided a short list of Knowledge and Skills, not exhaustive of the official curricula,
indicated in the following table with blue characters.
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Group

Knowledge

Skills

He/She knows:
 Structural elements of the means

He/She is able to:
 Identify the structural

of transport (1)

characteristics of the different

 The on-board services (1)


types of means of transport

Freight Transport Chain, transport

Identify the systems for protection

modes and features (1)


Systems for assisted driving and

of facilities (1)
 Use the various systems for the

traffic surveillance, for each

conduction and control of the

transport vehicle (2)


Facilities for communications and

transport vehicle (2)
 Use the electronic tools for the

automatic control of systems (2)


Transport
activities
(all
modes of
transport)

transport infrastructures (3)


Tr. modes and organization of
cargo: packing & packaging (3)



monitoring, the assistance and the

Characteristics of modal,
multimodal and intermodal

management of the fleet, the

 Optimize processes for the
transfer of goods
 Use techniques and equipment for
safely handling the load

and long-range transport (3)


Transport methods according to
different types of goods (3)



Vehicles and procedures for
boarding (pallets, green log.) (3)



Hub operations and tracking and
tracing of goods (3)



Structure of the transport mean,
weight and balance, handling and
loading of the cargo (3)

(2) Use
assistance,
monitoring and
communications
systems in the
various
transport means
(3) Managing
the cargo and
organizing
loading and
unloading
services

(dangerous goods) (3)
 Plan the cargo considering costs,
storage of goods, security and

route, the load and the cargo
space, the distribution of goods

(1) Manage the
functioning of
the different
parts of a
specific means
of transport

traffic control (2)

Criteria for optimization of
operational processes:

Competences

inter-modality (3)
 Carry out admin. procedures
related to the flow of goods (3)


Planning the handling of goods
on the vehicle (3)



Set safety conditions of the
transport mean in relation to the
environment and the load (3)

 Recognize the environmental

(4) Managing
the transport
activities taking
into account the
interactions
with the
external
environment
(5) Organizing
the shipment
considering the
motivation of
the trip and the
safety of the
route

criticalities impacting on logistics
systems (4)
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 Facilities and resources of the

 Define the elements for the

logistic system: warehouses,

evaluation of the environmental

handling vehicles, T. means,

impact of transport (4)

intermodal facilities (4)
 Hinterland hubs and facilities:
analysis of intermodal and

 Identify and apply international
regulations related to transport
(5)

multimodal systems; freight &
passenger systems (4)
 Transport modes for dangerous
goods (4)
 Facilities and links among ports,

airports and dry ports (5)
 Infrastructures for reception &

construction of T. vehicles (5)
 Organization and management of
international transport.
He/She knows:
 warehouse layouts
 supply chain and products
management
 solutions for picking
management

Logistics
activities

 methods for orders
management
 intermodal transport (Loading
Units, Vehicles, Tools for

He/She is able to:
 plan the layout
 apply the main laws and
regulations of the sector

 use English for general
communicative purposes and
micro-language

Management)

 basics of Mechanics and
Automation
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He/She is able to:
He/She knows:
 Logistics Areas and their
classification.
 Integrated Logistics and Supply
Chain Management.
 Replenishment processes.
 Planning and management of
production.

 Organize the logistics chain
optimizing the resources.
 Plan the different logistics
activities and identify costs.
 Describe & carry-out a LOG plan
of provided services.
 Recognize organizational
structures and operational units

 Distribution of products.

and their specific functions

 Methodologies for stock

within the logistics process.

management.
 Criteria for the management of
Reverse Logistics.
 Elements for defining the layout
of a Logistics Warehouse.
 Warehouse management
accounting. Costs management.
 Declination of programming and
logistic centers.
 The operating structures of

 Plan the replenishment of goods
and the handling operations
within the warehouse, fulfill the
orders by the production
department and monitor the

(6) Supervise
platform
services for the
managing of
freights and
flows of
passengers

orders process.
 Quantify and plan costs of
technical resources used for
maintenance of transport means
and handling equipment.

business organizations in relation  Use & design the layout for the
to professionals in logistics.
 Logistics chain and fields of
operation.

management of logistics
activities.
 Organize and manage relations
with suppliers & customers.

SPECILIZATION: CONDUCTION OF THE TRANSPORT VEHICLE
Here below the KSC related to the specialization Conduction of the Vehicle. These KSC have re-write
by ITL starting from the curricula. It’s important to remember that they mainly refer to nautical and
aeronautical aspects. Most of the time, descriptors can find their scope considering these two specific
fields.
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Group

Knowledge

He/She knows:
 Transport chain: transport means,
structural and functional
characteristics (1)
 Locomotion systems of land
transport means and their
comparison (1)
 Transport solutions with
reference to the specific
characteristics of the vehicles (1)
 Maintenance planning (2)
 Systems for assisted conduction
and traffic surveillance, specific
for each transport vehicle,
Transport
activities
terrestrial and satellite (3)
(all
 Facilities for the
modes of
telecommunications and the
transport)
automatic control of the various
systems (3)
 Procedures, facilities and
operating techniques for the
preparation of the loading space,
the handling and the safety of
handling and stowage of the
different types of transported
goods (4)
 Planning the load (4)
 Passenger Transport (4)
 Destination of the load and its
distribution (5)

Skills

He/She is able to:
 Compare different transport
means also in relation to the
type of displacements (1)
 Compare activities related to the

Competences

(1) Identify,
describe and
compare the
types and
functions of the
various means
and transport
systems

use of the different transport
means (1)
 Identify le infrastructures for the
different types of vehicles and
goods to be transported (1)
 Plan the maintenance of the
equipment and the vehicle (2)
 Manage the procedures and
operate using computerized
systems (2)
 Identify the systems for
protection of facilities (3)
 Use the various systems for the
conduction and control of the
transport vehicle (3)
 Use the electronic tools for the
monitoring, the assistance and
the traffic control (3)
 Use the communications
techniques and procedures in
English language (3)
 Manage an integrated system of
telecommunication (3)
 Plan the arrangement of the
load and the balance of the
transport vehicle (4)

(2) Control and
manage the
operation of the
various
components of
a specific means
of transport and
collaborate in
the scheduling
process of the
maintenance
(3) Interact
with assistance,
surveillance and
traffic
monitoring
systems and
related
communications
in the various
types of
transport
(4) Managing
appropriately
the space of the
vehicle and
organize
loading and
unloading
services, the
arrangement of
goods and
passengers
(5) Managing
the transport
activities taking
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 Safety and balance conditions of

 Apply the procedures for the

the transport vehicle in relation

handling of loads with specific

to the environment (5)

attention to the dangerous (4)

 Facilities and links among ports,
airports and dry ports (6)
 Infrastructures for the reception
and construction of the transport
vehicles (6)
 National and International
organizations and sectorial
regulations established by
International Agreements, Codes,
European and national laws.
Territorial regulations of
transport (7)
 Transport contracts. Principles,
regulations and insurance
contracts (7)

Use techniques and vehicles for
the safe handling of the load with
specific attention to the dangerous
(4)

into account
interactions
with the
external
environment
(physical and
weather
conditions) in
which are
carried out

 Plan the loading space with
economic and safety criteria,
also in relation to intermodal
transport (4)
 Manage the different types of
transport using an economic
criteria for the displacement and
applying the regulations in force
for safety and environmental
impact (5)

(6) Organise
transport in
relation to the
motivations of
the trip and the
safety of the
route
(7) Work in the
quality system
in compliance
with safety
regulations

 Identify and apply international
regulations related to transport
(6)
 Identify the different
infrastructures for the
correspondent types of vehicles,
passengers and/or goods to be
transported (6)
 Plan and control the carrying out
of displacements/trips with the
support of computerized
systems, using specific software
also through simulation (6)
 Apply national and international
regulations for the safe
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management of the load, of the
transport vehicle and its
conduction/driving, safeguarding
the operators, the environment
and the infrastructures (7)
 Describe the different national
and international legal entities
governing the transport systems
(7)
 Identify the using contracts of
the vehicle and the related
regulations. Identify insurance
obligations for transport
companies. Adopt the
procedures foreseen in case of
accident. Comply with
emergency procedures and take
responsive behaviors (7)
He/She knows:
 Describe the main logistics
models and distinguish the
internal, external and integrated
logistics.
 Interpret the logistics chain.

Logistics
activities

 Identify the main elements of the
integrated logistics chain and the
related indicators for the
economic and performance
assessment.
 Interpret the different models for
the logistics management of
infrastructures.

He/She is able to:
 Organize the logistics chain
optimizing the resources.
 Logistics in production
processes.
 Integrated Logistics, dry-ports
and intermodality.
 Infrastructures and platform
services.
 Inventory and management of
the warehouse.

Cooperate in the
logistics
platform
activities for the
management of
goods, of
technical
services and of
passenger flows
departing and
arriving

 The scheduling and the
replenishment plans
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 Apply methods and procedures

 Administrative organization of

for the monitoring of the safety

transport, models and

level of stock.

procedures

 Plan the replenishment.

 Replenishment plans, warehouse
management and useful
software
 Functioning of transport
infrastructures

c. SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis for Transport and Logistics activities.
The SWOT analysis considers the contributions provided by the two school that are partner of the
project. They both refer to the general training path related to Logistics, therefore the SWOT analysis
will be dedicated to this specialization. It represents the more general path to which all the Italian
Technical Institute can access, while the Conduction training path is exclusively addressed to a specific
issue and it is offered by Institutes with a sectoral specification.
Being the “Logistics” training addressing both transport and logistics aspects, from the point of view
of the Supply Chain, with focus on Warehousing and Intermodal Transport Management, the two
SWOT analysis were merged into one. Indeed:




only one aspect is strictly related to Transport (Law and Science of navigation are issues to be
deepened more),
some aspects to Logistics (WMS Training, Miniature of Warehouse),
the largest part of observations is related to the whole training, therefore to both Logistics and
Transport (English, Geography, practical activities in general, as well as opportunities, more
hours on the Logistics Subject that includes transport, updating on the Logistics sector).

Therefore, to give a clear view only one SWOT was realized, highlighting the specificities as mentioned
above, as well in the table, with different colours.
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Making a SWOT only for Transport, and one for Logistics would be clearly possible, but the probably
the meaning would not be the same, or clear, or complete as for the analysis of both the fields.

Strengths

Weaknesses

What are the strengths of the training What are the weaknesses of the training
programmes linked to transport activities?
programmes linked to transport activities?
Different teaching methods:
- Direct Instructions (3 - 4) (B - AE)
- Kinest. L. “learning by doing” (4 - 3) (B - AE)
- Computer based learning (3 - 3) (B - AE)
Facilities and Equipment
- Simulations (4 - 3) (B – AE)
- Simulators (3) (AE)
- Computer programs: Excel,Access (3 - 4) (B - AE)
- Laboratories for practical act. (3 - 3) (B - AE)
Cooperation with business/economy:
- Internship of 400 hours (compulsory, requested
by the Italian Ministry of education)
- Conferences
- Visits to companies and factories
Other strengths:
Trainers/Teacher are willing to be involved in
continuous training initiatives

Subjects:
- English: learners need more training in
communicative situations (B - AE)
- Small amount of time for subjects related to
Logistics (B - AE)
- Geography: one year, few hours, while it is
important for transport and logistics (AE)
- Law: topic that need to be deepen more with
reference to some aspects (AE)
- Science of navigation: specific subject that ask
for specific competences

Missing tools and equipment:
- Licence for using a warehouse management
software - WMS (for example: SAP, AS400,
others…) (B - AE)
- Licence for using software and simulator for the
warehouse layout (Ex: Top Layout; Infor LN) (B)
- Miniature model of a warehouse (B - AE)
- Simulator of a mechanic machinery (?)
Other weak points:
- Low chances/solutions for carrying out practical
activities. (B - AE)
- Need of more updated information about the
Logistics sector.
- It is needed a specific training on the use of the
WMS more used by local logistics companies.

Regarding the strengths of the trainings linked to Regarding the weaknesses, what are the threats
transport activities, what are the opportunities?
for the training programme linked to transport
activities?
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To increase the collaboration with companies
since their involvement is already launched and Learners are not able to carry-out the practical
established
activities of the company at the first experience.
Being the entry-requirements for the profession:
To increase the quality and the innovation of warehouse management, means and tools for
training thanks to teacher willing to update their intermodal transportation, customs and transport
knowledge and competence
documents, it’s clear that missing WMS practice,
Transport Law training and practical activities are
The widening of available tools is real thanks to the a relevant threat for the chances of a learner
already existing equipment
entering the Market Labour.
Learners need to be trained by the company
Moreover, the low level of English reduces chances
for recruiting and mobility

Opportunities

Threats
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Conclusion

Methods and Tools.
Despite the schools and companies collaborates, their level of integration it is still too low. This does
not depend only on schools and companies, but on the overall Italian System for Training and
Education, for which the gap with the Labour Market it is still relevant. Schools have no resources for
purchasing licences for WMS for example, or other IT Tools, they need an updating on the trends and
innovation of the sector, they need equipment or solutions for carrying out practical activities. Clearly
companies can support schools, but up to some limits, as their core mission is a service and not the
sustain of the Training Sector. From the point of view of policies, more should have to be done in order
to enhance this integration, also using economic/financing resources for allowing the purchasing of
equipment and tools and the sustain/commitment of the companies.
In this condition, learners suffer of a gap in terms of skills for performing practical activities, the gap
emerged once they start working in the companies. The consequence is a low satisfaction of companies
and reduced chances for recruiting and Mobility (low practical skills and English level).
The opportunities are linked to the fruitful but limited collaboration that schools have with companies,
that can be strengthen with new methods and agreements, but also with new policies and resources.
This is possible also thanks to trainers willing to cooperate, update and improve.
Curricula
With reference to the curricula, some critical aspects emerged. The time dedicated to the Logistics and
Transport subject is to low, as well as those related to Transport Law and Geography. In few words,
the curricula it is not Logistics-oriented like it would have to be according to schools. Moreover, a
relevant weak point is the English Language.
Another aspect to consider is the inclusion in the curricula of the topics related to science of navigation
and transport vehicles. These topics are far from the focus of the training, ie supply chain, warehousing
and intermodal transport but nevertheless are included and for teachers are not easy to be taught,
due to their specific character.
Therefore, as before, the risk is that of a low quality and focused training, as well as the reduction of
job opportunities both at national, both at EU level (due to the weak skills in English.
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4) Slovenia

a. Commonalities stemmed from Listed diplomas
Groups
Transport activities

Logistics activities

1

Job functions1

Diploma Title

Maritime transport

Logistics technician

Road transport

Logistics technician

Railway transport

Logistics technician

Air transport

Logistics technician

Warehousing

Logistics technician

Supply Chain

Logistics technician

e.g. warehouse operator, professional driver etc.
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b. SWOT Analysis

Transport.

Strengths
Entry requirements for
standardised and cleared.

Weakness
occupations

are Inadequate title of diploma (the program just
logistics oriented; no logistics competences in the
learning outcomes).

Regionally well covered.
Not all modes of transport are covered (air
transport, maritime transport, railway transport
Several outcomes are covered by many subjects is offered only by secondary school in Nova Gorica
(outcome “show a positive attitude towards and partly by secondary school in Celje).
measures aimed at pollution reduction,
environment protection and rational use of
energy and materials” is covered by 5 subjects, Not all outcomes are covered by all institutions
“independently plan and organize freight (Outcomes “Direct freight flows in accordance
transport in all transport sectors” is covered by with prescribed regulatory requirements related
4 subjects, “be familiar with and take into to freight (customs goods, goods in free
consideration internal and international legal circulation, hazardous goods which need to be
sources for the handling of goods in traffic, stored in line with a special scheme etc.)” AND
transport and logistics” is covered by 4 subjects, “Plan traffic flows and traffic signalization” is not
“organize specific transport (hazardous covered by secondary school in Nova Gorica).
substances, perishable goods, emergency Outcome Use preventive and defensive transport
behaviour principles and provide for safety in all
freight)” is covered by 4 subjects.
traffic subsystems and logistic processes is not
covered by secondary school in Ljubljana
Learning objectives are defined by the Center
for Vocational and Professional Education and
Lack of handbooks published after 2000.
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easily acceptable on the website for each
course.
Lack
of
opportunities
for
continuous
Practical training is organised through work development of teachers (Difficulty of keeping up
placement (4 weeks is the minimum national with changes and developments in the transport
(new regulations, new technologies, new
limit for EQF4).
methods etc.).

Direct instruction is the most widely used
teaching and learning methods (5, 4, 4). Other
methods are significantly less used. The computer
based learning is said to be used often, but
without taking advantage of advanced
functionalities
(smart
computer
games,
simulations, simulators etc.)

Secondary schools expressed the need for
computer programs for several professional
modules (for freight forwarders, IT programmes
for traffic planning).

Most outcomes are skills based but actual
operations skills test and simulation activities in
the workplace are not used in assessment.

Secondary schools agreed that 4 weeks of
practical training is not enough.

Too little practical knowledge and training for
teachers.
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Too little knowledge to use the advanced IT for
teachers.

Not enough cooperation with the economy in the
design of the open curriculum.

Not enough invited speakers from the economy.

Opportunities

Threats

Change the title of diploma into Transport and Difficult to find invited speakers from the
logistics technician for the industry to clearly economy.
understand the profile of the diploma.
Students may choose competitive schools that
Because of the development of the Slovenian provide up to date curricula (advanced IT tools)
transport system, we recommend including air, and have more intense cooperation with
maritime and railway transport topics in the transport companies.
curricula.
Difficulties of employment because of the lack of
Provision of workshops, training, seminars on specific and up to date knowledge, skills and
up to date trends data and topics for teachers competences.
(teaching
methodology,
professional
knowledge, advanced IT knowledge, practical
knowledge).
Cooperation with IT companies (free use of
advanced IT programmes for limited time in
exchange for commercial presentation of the
companies to the school).
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Cooperation with companies (transport
companies, producers, insurance companies
etc.) on extended work placement period over
4 weeks would enable companies to identify
suitable candidates for future employment
AND open curricula design would enable
companies to encourage specific knowledge,
skills and competences of future employees
that will match the company’s needs.

Logistics.

Strengths
Entry requirements for
standardised and cleared.

Weakness
occupations

are Inadequate title of diploma (the program is just
logistics oriented; no logistics competences in
the learning outcomes).

Regionally well covered.
Supply chain is not sufficiently covered by the
learning outcomes as the consequence of the
Several outcomes are covered by many subjects subject (at least at the level of knowledge).
(outcome “show a positive attitude towards
measures aimed at pollution reduction,
environment protection and rational use of Warehousing is covered by only one subject.
energy and materials” is covered by 5 subjects,
“be familiar with and take into consideration
internal and international legal sources for the Not all outcomes are covered by all institutions
handling of goods in traffic, transport and (Outcome “Direct freight flows in accordance
logistics” is covered by 4 subjects.
with prescribed regulatory requirements related
to freight (customs goods, goods in free
circulation, hazardous goods which need to be
stored in line with a special scheme etc.)” is not
covered by secondary school in Nova Gorica).
Outcome Use preventive and defensive
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Learning objectives are defined by the Center for transport behaviour principles and provide for
Vocational and Professional Education and easily safety in all traffic subsystems and logistic
processes is not covered by secondary school in
acceptable on the website for each course.
Ljubljana.
Practical training is organised through work
Lack of handbooks published after 2000.
placement (4 weeks is the minimum national
limit for EQF4).
Lack of opportunities for continuous
development of teachers (Difficulty of keeping
up with changes and developments in the
logistics (new regulations, new technologies,
new methods etc.).

Direct instruction is the most widely used
teaching and learning methods (5, 4, 4). Other
methods are significantly less used. The
computer based learning is said to be used often,
but without taking advantage of advanced
functionalities (smart computer games,
simulations, simulators etc.)

Secondary schools expressed the need for
computer programs for several professional
modules (for warehousing, IT logistics
programmes).

Most outcomes are skills based but actual
operations skills test and simulation activities in
the workplace are not used in assessment.
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Secondary schools agreed that 4 weeks of
practical training is not enough.

Too little practical knowledge and training for
teachers.

Too little knowledge to use the advanced IT for
teachers.

Not enough cooperation with the economy in
the design of the open curriculum.

Not enough invited speakers from the economy.

Opportunities

Threats

Change the title of diploma into Transport and Difficult to find invited speakers from the
logistics technician for the industry to clearly economy.
understand the profile of the diploma.
Students may choose competitive schools that
Because of the importance of the supply chain, provide up to date curricula (advanced IT tools)
we recommend including supply chain topics in and have more intense cooperation with
the curricula.
logistics companies.
Because of the trend for small package Difficulties of employment because of the lack of
distribution, we recommend including more and specific and up to date knowledge, skills and
more specific warehouse topics in the curricula competences.
(picking process, etc.)
Provision of workshops, training, seminars on up
to date trends data and topics for teachers
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(teaching
methodology,
professional
knowledge, advanced IT knowledge, practical
knowledge).
Cooperation with IT companies (free use of
advanced IT programmes for limited time in
exchange for commercial presentation of the
companies to the school).
Cooperation
with
companies
(logistics
companies, producers, insurance companies
etc.) on extended work placement period over 4
weeks would enable companies to identify
suitable candidates for future employment AND
open curricula design would enable companies
to encourage specific knowledge, skills and
competences of future employees that will
match the company’s needs.

c.

KSC Analysis
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Group

Knowledge
Skills
Competences
- be familiar with internal and
- direct freight flows in
- independently
international legal sources for
accordance with
plan and
the handling of goods in
prescribed regulatory
organize
traffic, transport and logistics
requirements related to
freight
freight (customs goods,
transport in
- have a good grasp of
goods in free
all transport
insurance procedures in
circulation, hazardous
sectors
individual traffic subsystems
goods which need to be - plan traffic
stored in line with a
flows and
- show a positive attitude
special scheme etc.)
traffic
towards measures aimed at
- take into consideration
signalization
pollution reduction,
internal and
environment protection and
international legal
rational use of energy and
sources for the handling
materials
of goods in traffic,
transport and logistics
- understand the role of
- take out transport
entrepreneurship
insurance
- use preventive and
Transport
defensive transport
activities
behaviour principles and
(all
provide for safety in all
modes of
traffic subsystems and
transport)
logistic processes
- use and complete
transport
documentation, keep
logistics documentation,
elaborate, read and
understand technical
documentation
- cooperate in a group,
communicate orally and
in writing with coworkers and experts in
one’s mother tongue
and in at least two
foreign languages
- use contemporary IT
and user programmes in
the professional field
(word processor and
charts, e-mail, logistics
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-

-

-

-

Logistics
activities

be familiar with internal and
international legal sources for
the handling of goods in
traffic, transport and logistics
show a positive attitude
towards measures aimed at
pollution reduction,
environment protection and
rational use of energy and
materials
understand the role of
entrepreneurship

-

-

-

process management,
warehouse
management IT
systems, traffic planning
and management...);
manage costs and
calculations
organize specific
transport (hazardous
substances, perishable
goods, emergency
freight).
pack, store, serve as an
agent, electronically tag
and declare goods in
logistic and sales
centres
direct freight flows in
accordance with
prescribed regulatory
requirements related to
freight (customs goods,
goods in free
circulation, hazardous
goods which need to be
stored in line with a
special scheme etc.)
take into consideration
internal and
international legal
sources for the handling
of goods in traffic,
transport and logistics
use preventive and
defensive transport
behaviour principles and
provide for safety in all
traffic subsystems and
logistic processes
use and complete
transport
documentation, keep
logistics documentation,
elaborate, read and
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-

-

-

understand technical
documentation
cooperate in a group,
communicate orally and
in writing with coworkers and experts in
one’s mother tongue
and in at least two
foreign languages
use contemporary IT
and user programmes in
the professional field
(word processor and
charts, e-mail, logistics
process management,
warehouse
management IT
systems, traffic planning
and management...);
manage costs and
calculations
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